by Michael George

Introduction
Liquid brilliance, ornate mold design, and pure Yankee ingenuity could best describe the Blown Three Mold glass
produced in America during the first half of the 19th century. So what is Blown Three Mold (also commonly referred to as
BTM)? It is a mold-blown process developed as an inexpensive alternative to the Anglo-Irish cut glass being imported
into early America. Three-piece hinged molds were produced with intricate patterns very similar to cut glass, and a highquality (usually flint) glass was blown into these molds. While the vast majority of the items were blown in three-piece
molds, thus the name, there are a small handful of pieces that were blown in two and four piece molds. The result was a
product with the same brilliance as cut glass, without the sharp edges, and most importantly, it was produced in a
fraction of the time.
Helen McKearin refers to Blown Three Mold as a “milestone” in the history of American glass design. Highly regarded by
glass pioneers and previous generations of collectors, the area of Blown Three Mold glass seems to have lost much of its
luster today. In my opinion, Blown Three Mold has become one of the most underappreciated and undervalued
categories in Early American glass collecting. Here is a brief introduction to this important category.
Brief History
After the war of 1812, foreign trade diminished considerably, and fine glass imports became increasingly difficult to
obtain. The business for domestic glass production grew, and more factories were erected. However, when trade tariffs
were lifted, the competition between domestic and foreign goods increased. With skilled mold makers and glassblowers,
domestic factories began the production of inexpensive commercial blown molded products, which we refer to as Blown
Three Mold today. The process reached a “commercial” production level in numerous factories around 1820, and
prospering into the mid-19th century.

Blown Three Mold seems to have originated in the Northeast region of America, and the technique spread quickly. We
are quite certain of production at the following regions: Boston & Sandwich MA, Keene NH, Vernon NY, Brooklyn NY,
Coventry CT, as well Kent OH and Mantua OH to mention a few. Strong speculation exists at many other areas, such as
Cambridge MA, Philadelphia PA, Pittsburgh PA, and Baltimore MD. It is likely that the process existed in other factories
which have not been mentioned; however, very little documented information will only produce unjustified speculation.
The process was also adopted (however not as popular) in Ireland and England. The foreign variants are limited to only a
select number of molds, and the glass “metal” is noted by some collectors to be heavier and cleaner than the American
counterparts.
Classification
Similar to Historical Flasks, the world of Blown Three Mold has been categorized into Groups. George & Helen McKearin
are responsible for this classification system as well. It is rather simple, consisting of five groups. There are roughly 150
mold patterns (or variations) combined between the groups, most of which are well-documented and illustrated.
Group One (I) is the simplest of design, consisting of ribbing and fluting motifs, and bands running vertically,
horizontally, diagonally, and swirled. There are 32 numbered molds within this group.

Group Two (II) is a little more intricate and geometric with diamond diapering (or quilting), often with a combination of
ribbing and fluting. This group most commonly resembled the imported English and Irish "cut glass" wares, and is the
most popular patterns found in American blown molded tablewares. There are 48 numbered molds within this group.

Group Three (III) is similar in geometric design to Group II, however, this group includes the use of sunburst (or similar)
design elements such as diamond, bull’s eye and waffle patterns. This group is highly collectible and is arguably the best
representation of the American influenced design. There are 34 numbered molds within this group.

Group Four (IV) is the smallest and probably the most elusive of the groups. This group consists of arch patterns, having
a Gothic or Roman Revival appearance. There are 7 numbered molds within this group.
Group Five (V) is known as the Baroque style, and includes some of the most ornate mold patterns. These motifs depict
palms, rosettes, chains, shells, ribbing and drapery. There are 24 numbered molds within this group.

Different Forms
The beauty of the intricate BTM designs is matched only by diversity of forms! One mold can create a number of
different commercial objects, adding yet another level of complexity and excitement for the collector. McKearin’s
American Glass is a glass guru’s bible, wonderfully documenting these different forms, by mold pattern, color, size and
description. If a collector wanted to learn, the information is available. Bottles, bowls, creamers, dishes, drinking vessels,
hats, inkwells, pitchers, salts, sugars, vases, witch balls, etc… it can all be found in Blown Three Mold patterns!
While all of the objects received the pattern and initial design within the mold, most of the finished objects required
special hand tooling. The extraordinary skills of the glass blower can manipulate an object from a “standard” form into a
unique work of art. Footed bowls, handled pieces, presentation pieces, lids and bowls, lighting devices, salts, and other
unusual forms often required intensive hand work. Each piece has its own unique styling and character, and each one is
a work of art.
A collector has the opportunity to cherish the beauty of an object on multiple levels. First, one recognizes the clarity,
color (or colorless), and character of the fine early glass. A glass factory of this period would often produce some the
cleanest glass batches possible for the production of these wares. Second, observe the detailed patterns designed by the

mold makers. This would be the work of a hired specialist, a designer in his own right and an art form which is often
overlooked. Third, look at the creative craftsmanship of the glass gaffer’s ability to manipulate the molten glass into a
useful, yet decorative, work or art. Unlike bottle production, here the gaffer can really showcase his talents.

Market and Valuations
The values of Blown Three Mold objects can range dramatically, from roughly $100 for a more common colorless
decanter to tens of thousands for rare unusual colored forms. The collector is not prohibited by cost; while there will
always be something to want! As mentioned earlier, these objects were highly cherished by early glass pioneers and
collectors, long before general line bottles were collected. While other categories have surged in popularity over the
past 30 years, the popularity of Blown Three Mold has waned. A resurgence of the brilliant craftsmanship is long
overdue.
Recently I was scanning through an old 1940 William Howe auction catalog, and my attention was immediately directed
to a great lavender colored Blown Three Mold covered sugar bowl (lot 275) which sold for a whopping $2900. It was
clearly the highlight of the sale. In the same catalog were a number of flasks, the best one being a Sapphire Blue Sloop /
Star which sold for $80. Blue scrolls, green Taylors, amber Louisville eagles, and others brought much less money. Bitters
and other categories weren’t even collected. To put it in perspective, if that $80 Blue Sloop is worth $25,000 today, then
the valuation of the sugar bowl would be approaching a million!
With any collectibles that have some significant value, there is always the threat of reproductions, and BTM is no
exception. Interestingly, many of the real quality reproductions were produced in the early 20th century, and some of
which are exceeding 100 years old. The incredible covered sugar bowl that brought $2900 in 1940 may have been one of
these high-quality reproductions. These objects have become collectible in their own right, but need to be differentiated
from the originals. Some molds have been reproduced, and some molds have not. I won’t go into detailed descriptions
in this article, but many reproductions are still being created today. To the novice collector or prospective buyer, I would
offer the following advice (which pertains to any area of glass collecting). Visit collections and look / handle as much as
possible. Ask many questions. Research is imperative! Books like American Glass are a great place to start. And always
buy from reputable dealers or collectors. Good luck hunting!
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